
When Searching for a Home Builder:  10 Tips to Sound Like a Pro    

If you have ever thought about building your own home you may have noticed there are many words and 
phrases used in construction that are not normally found in everyday conversation. 

At Florida Lifestyle Homes, our projects are most successful when our clients feel confident throughout the 
process, and part of that comfortability comes from having a strong understanding of the terminology 
surrounding their projects. 

For that reason we are sharing the definitions of some of the most commonly used phrases in homebuilding 
so that if you are thinking about starting this process you know what to expect and can sound like a pro! 

1. Foundation 

(Soil Engineer, Footings, Slab, Grade Beams) 

Did you know before you can start 
construction a Soil Engineer must come out to 
test your soil? Since the foundation system of 
the home and the soil beneath the building 
must work together to prevent the home from 
moving, it is critical to know what kind of soil 
you are working with to ensure the structural 
integrity of the building will not be 
compromised. 

Footings are an important part of foundation 
construction. Footings support the foundation 
and prevent settling by distributing the load of 
the structure to the soil beneath. 

Grade beams are much larger concrete footings that exist below the continuous house footings. These 
deeper beams have additional reinforcing steel bars which span the distance between structural steel 
columns. These beams provide resistive support for certain design elements such as narrower walls on 
either side of large door openings so that the home does not shift during a seismic event. 

Slab on grade foundations are concrete slab foundations that are set directly on the ground. 

Mat slab foundations are much thicker foundations that are used when the soil conditions have a 
propensity for liquefaction during a seismic event. Where a conventional slab on grade foundation will 
typically have footings 24” deep on the perimeter of the home as well as across the home under any load-
bearing walls all connected to the 4”-6” thick structural slab on top, the Mat foundation is a continuous 
structural slab with two layers of steel reinforcing bars along the top and the bottom of the slab which can 
be anywhere between 12”-30” thick. This enables the house to float like a boat during a seismic 
liquefaction event so that the weight of the structure will be evenly distributed and structurally sound even 
if the soil has lost its load-bearing capacity due to the liquefaction of the material under the home. 

 

 



2. Concrete Cures, Not Dries 

Wondering how long it might take for the concrete to 
“dry”? Think twice before you ask! While concrete starts 
in liquid form, there is a chemical reaction occurring in 
the concrete that gets it to its solid form. 

Because the water in the concrete does not evaporate but 
is instead reacting and becoming part of the concrete 
form, the correct terminology is “cure.” Did you know 
concrete continues to set and cure for years and increases 
its strength over time? 

 

3. Hardscape 

(Subgrade, Subbase, Base, Finished Flatwork) 

Adding a backyard patio often requires a 
hardscape plan with proper drainage away from 
the home as well as a consultation with a Soil 
Engineer. Depending on what the Soil Engineer 
specifies you may find these layers in your plan: 

• Subgrade – the soil, which must be 
compacted and tested by a Soil Engineer 

• Subbase – the layer of gravel or aggregate, 
compacted on top of the subgrade 

• Base – the layer of material on top of the subbase, often concrete if installing pavers or tiles as the 
finished flatwork 

• Finished Flatwork – the tiles or pavers on top of the base (as shown in this photo) 

 

4. Rough-In 

(Electrical, Plumbing, Mechanical) 

A home goes through different phases during the 
construction process, and one of those phases is the 
“rough-in” which happens after framing is completed. In 
this phase the various mechanical, electrical, and 
plumbing lines are brought in before the walls are 
insulated and closed (usually with drywall). Wiring is run 
from the service panel to outlet receptacles and lights, 
water supply and waste lines are run through the stud bays 

and under floors, and HVAC ducts are installed for heating and cooling. Once the rough-in is complete an 
inspector is brought in to approve the work so that the drywall can be installed. 



5. Flooring 

(Structural Sheathing, Subfloor, Finished Floor) 

There is more to the floor than first meets the eye as the 
flooring in our homes is made up of four layers: floor joists, 
sheathing, subfloor and finished floor. 

Floor joists are the framework beams that support the floor.  

Floor sheathing is the structural 1-1/8” inch thick plywood 
that we place on top of floor joists which provides a 
continuous structural surface over the floor joists. 

In addition to the structural floor sheathing some builders 
may also add a subfloor layer of cork and plywood on top of 
the 1-1/8” thick plywood sheathing for even greater 
soundproofing. Having a separate subfloor layer – in 
addition to having sheathing that is 1-1/8” thick – ensuring 
the floors will be quiet. 

The finished floor is the flooring you walk on, whether that be hardwood, carpeting, or tile, which is 
installed on top of the subfloor. 

6. Flashing & Waterproofing 

Flashing is your home’s vital line of defense against water. Galvanized metal is the standard flashing 
material used by most builders for waterproofing, but galvanized metal does not hold up on oceanfront 
homes and fails over time. High end builders use copper metal flashing because copper naturally resists 
saltwater corrosion, does not rust or need paint, and does not deteriorate in the salt air.  They may also go a 
step further and place copper metal flashing on top of all exterior horizontal surfaces to prevent standing 
water (such as morning dew or leftover rainfall) from damaging the home. 

 

7. Allowances 

An allowance is a placeholder in the budget for items the 
builder does not yet have a final cost on. At Florida Lifestyle 
Homes, we create a preliminary cost estimate for our clients 
before construction begins, and our allowances are based on 
the real costs that we track from previous projects. Once we 
get the bid from our subcontractor or vendor with the actual 
cost for their scope of work and materials, we update the 
budget and remove this placeholder. 

 

 

 



8. Change Order 

Change orders are the formalized requests 
to modify the original scope of work of the 
contract. Did you know change orders can 
be negative, meaning clients can get a 
credit back to help to reduce the overall 
price? For example, switching the selection 
of your kitchen faucet finish from polished 
nickel to satin nickel could result in a price 
decrease from the original selection, which 
would then trigger a negative change 
issuing a credit back to your overall 
budget. 

 

9. Punch List 

A punch list is the final checklist of items that the builder will complete before the homeowner moves in 
once the home has passed final inspection. At Florida Lifestyle Homes, our team walks the home to make a 
list of any outstanding items that need to be resolved, such as a drawer that does not close properly or a 
knob that was not tightened all the way, and sends this list to the homeowner for review. Once the 
homeowner approves the punch list, our team completes the work and the homeowners move in. 

 

10. Square Footage 

How big is the house? Square footage can often 
get confusing depending on whom you are 
speaking with. If you are speaking with a realtor, 
the livable square footage is often what is 
referenced, while builders will typically quote 
the total square footage as the livable plus the 
garage. 
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